Ladies and Gentlemen:

The following questions for the above referenced RFP were received by e-mail and are answered and posted for all prospective Offerors. The statements and interpretations contained in the following responses to questions are not binding on the Maryland Judiciary unless the RFP is expressly amended. Nothing in the Maryland Judiciary’s response to these questions is to be construed as agreement to or acceptance by the Maryland Judiciary of any statement or interpretation on the part of the Offeror asking the question. The following changes/additions are listed below; new language has been underlined and language deleted has been marked with a strikeout (ex. language deleted).

1. Question:  Is this completely open to the office beyond?
   
   Response:  No. There is no opening.

2. Question:  How high does the opening go?
   
   Response:  There is no opening.

3. Question:  Does it go to the ceiling? Is it a “boxed off” area that would enclose a computer
   
   Response:  No.

4. Question:  Do you have any other elevation or perhaps a plan view available?
   
   Response:  There is no elevation. It is just a 20” wide area of glass allowed for the public access computer which does not intrude in to the transaction window space.
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